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Ž .Inequalities are identified for subadditive superadditive functions of supermod-
Ž .ular submodular functions. A simple adaptation yields inequalities for submulti-
Ž . Ž .plicative supermultiplicative compositions of log-supermodular log-submodular
functions. Inequalities are also developed when the order of composition is
reversed. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
v
nŽ .A real valued function f : R “ R defined on a lattice L is said to be
Ž .supermodular submodular on L if
f x n y q f x k y G F f x q f y , ; x , y g L, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where k is the least upper bound join operator and n is the greatest
Ž .lower bound meet operator. Though differentiability is not necessary,
Ž .everywhere twice differentiable functions are supermodular submodular
if all second-order cross derivatives are nonnegative at all evaluations. Rn
is a lattice, and we confine our interest to this space. For further details,
vw x w x w x Žsee 1 . In 2 , a function H : R “ R is said to be superadditive subad-
.ditive on R if
w x w x w xH a q b G F H a q H b , ;a, b g R . 2Ž . Ž .
The purpose of this article is to establish relationships between composi-
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Ž .functions which satisfy globally one of the conditions in 2 . The issue is of
interest because of the large and rapidly expanding literature on the
application of supermodular functions to the theory of economic optimiza-
w x w xtion 3, 4 and the theory of games 5, 6 , and because some interesting
w xfunctions, such as Max x y c, 0 , are subadditive.
2. INEQUALITIES FOR SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
Let x g Rn and x g Rn be evaluations of x g Rn, and denote by0 1
x g Rn the vector that has the value of x at the ith ordinate, but where0 N i 1
all other ordinates are as in x . Denote by x the vector which has0 1N1, 2, . . . , j
the values of x at the first j ordinates, but where all the other ordinates0
are as in x . Let G represent the usual partial order on a vector space.1
v
n
vŽ . w xPROPOSITION 1. If f : R “ R is supermodular, H : R “ R is both
increasing and subadditi¤e, and x G x , then0 1
n
w xH f x y f x F H 0 q H f x y f x . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 1 0 0 N i
is1
Proof. The result shall be demonstrated by induction. By supermodu-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .larity, we have f x q f x G f x q f x or0 1 0 N1 1N1
f x y f x F f x y f x q f x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 0 N1 0 1N1
Set
D s f x y f x q f x y f x y f x y f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 N1 0 1N1 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where D G 0, set a s f x y f x , and set b s f x y f x . Then1 0 0 N1 0 1N1
Ž .apply 2 to infer from subadditivity that
H D q f x y f x F H f x y f x q H f x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 0 0 N1 0 1N1
4Ž .
vw xTherefore, from the facts that D G 0 and that H is increasing,1
H f x y f x F H f x y f x q H f x y f x . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 0 N1 0 1N1
Now note that because x G x « x G x , supermodularity implies0 1 0 1N1
f x y f x F f x y f x q f x y f x . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1N1 0 0 N 2 0 1N1, 2
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Here, the value of the first ordinate in the evaluations of x does not
Ž .change throughout expression 6 . Set
D s f x y f x q f x y f x y f x q f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 0 0 N 2 0 1N1, 2 0 1N1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where D G 0, set a s f x y f x , set b s f x y f x , and re-2 0 0 N 2 0 1N1, 2
Ž . Ž .peat the arguments used in arriving at inequalities 4 and 5 to conclude
that
H f x y f x F H f x y f x q H f x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1N1 0 0 N 2 0 1N1, 2
7Ž .
Ž . Ž .Substituting 7 into 5 gives
2
H f x y f x F H f x y f x q H f x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 1 0 0 N i 0 1N1, 2
is1
w Ž . Ž .xThe result follows by induction on H f x y f x , and repeated0 1N1, 2
Ž .substitution into the right-hand side of 5 .




vŽ . Ž . w xa If f : R “ R is supermodular, H : R “ R is both decreas-
Ž .ing and superadditive, and x G x , then inequality 3 is reversed.0 1
v
n
vŽ . Ž . w xb If f : R “ R is submodular, H : R “ R is both increasing
Ž .and superadditive, and x G x , then inequality 3 is reversed.0 1
v
n
vŽ . Ž . w xc If f : R “ R is submodular, H : R “ R is both decreasing
Ž .and subadditive, and x G x , then inequality 3 holds.0 1
w xRemark 2. An application of Proposition 1 has arisen in 7 in which
was addressed the economic problem of reducing the expected government
cost of supporting agricultural income when both crop price and crop yield
 4are random. It was shown for all P, Q, P , Q ) 0 that0 0
w x w x w xMax P Q y PQ, 0 F P Max Q y Q, 0 q Q Max P y P , 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0
vŽ .Remark 3. f is not required to be differentiable, or monotone, or of
uniform curvature.
3. INEQUALITIES FOR SUBMULTIPLICATIVE
FUNCTIONS
Denoting the positive open orthant of Rn ;n g N by Rn , a real valuedq
v
nŽ .function f : R “ R defined on a lattice L is said to be log-supermod-q
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vŽ . w Ž .x Ž .ular log-submodular on L if Ln f is supermodular submodular .
vw x w xFrom 2 , a function H : R “ R is said to be supermultiplicativeq q
Ž .submultiplicative on R ifq
w x w x w xH a = b G F H a H b , ;a, b g R ,Ž . q
where = is the usual scalar product operation and R denoted the closedq
positive orthant. We can now extend Proposition 1,
n
v vŽ . w xPROPOSITION 2. If f : R “ R is log-supermodular, H : R “ Rq q q
is both increasing and submultiplicati¤e, and x G x , then0 1
nf x f xŽ . Ž .0 0w xH F H 1 H . 8Ž .Łf x f xŽ . Ž .is11 0 N i
v v v vw x Ž . w xProof. Denoting the argument of H by , set g s Ln in Proposi-
tion 1, and repeat the steps.
Remark 4. By duality and simple extensions, Proposition 2 yields
n
v vŽ . Ž . w xa If f : R “ R is log-supermodular, H : R “ R is bothq q q
Ž .decreasing and supermultiplicative, and x G x , then inequality 8 is0 1
reversed.
n
v vŽ . Ž . w xb If f : R “ R is log-submodular, H : R “ R is bothq q q
Ž .increasing and supermultiplicative, and x G x , then inequality 8 is0 1
reversed.
n
v vŽ . Ž . w xc If f : R “ R is log-submodular, H : R “ R is bothq q q
Ž .decreasing and submultiplicative, and x G x , then inequality 8 holds.0 1
4. INEQUALITIES FOR SUPERMODULAR FUNCTIONS
Supermodular functions and superadditive functions have similar struc-
tural properties. In both cases, the defining property can be interpreted in
terms of the whole exceeding the sum of the parts. Supermodular func-
tions are often called lattice superadditive functions. The following results
show that the structural similarity is such that inequalities may be pre-
served when the order of composition is reversed.
v
mw xPROPOSITION 3. If F : R “ R is supermodular and increasing, and
vw x  4 Ž .h : R “ R are subadditi¤e ; i g 1, . . . , m , then inequality 9 holds ;n,i
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 4  4;a , i g 1, . . . , m , j g 1, . . . , n ;i, j
n n n
F h a , h a , . . . , h aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 2 2, 2 m m , j
js1 js1 js1
n n n
G F h a , h a , . . . , h a . 9Ž .Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 2 2, j m m , jž / ž / ž /
js1 js1 js1
v
2w xProof. For F : R “ R, it will be shown that
2 2 2 2
F h a , h a G F h a , h a . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 2 2, j 1 1, j 2 2, jž / ž /js1 js1 js1 js1
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .Extensions follow by induction. Let d s h a q h a y h Ý a ,i i i, 1 i i, 2 i js1 i, j
v 4 w xi g 1, 2 . By subadditivity, d G 0. Therefore, F increasing impliesi
2 2 2 2
F h a q d , h a G F h a , h a ,Ý Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 1 2 2, j 1 1, j 2 2, jž / ž / ž / ž /js1 js1 js1 js1
2 2 2 2




F h a q d , h a q dÝ Ý1 1, j 1 2 2, j 2ž / ž /js1 js1
2 2
G F h a q d , h aÝ Ý1 1, j 1 2 2, jž / ž /js1 js1
2 2
q F h a , h a q dÝ Ý1 1, j 2 2, j 2ž / ž /js1 js1
2 2
y F h a , h a . 12Ž .Ý Ý1 1, j 2 2, jž / ž /js1 js1
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Ž .But summing the inequalities in 11 gives
2 2 2 2
F h a q d , h a q F h a , h a q dÝ Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 1 2 2, j 1 1, j 2 2, j 2ž / ž / ž / ž /js1 js1 js1 js1
2 2 2 2
y F h a , h a G F h a , h a .Ý Ý Ý Ý1 1, j 2 2, j 1 1, j 2 2, jž / ž / ž / ž /js1 js1 js1 js1
13Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Inequality 10 follows by chaining inequalities 12 and 13 .
v
mw xPROPOSITION 4. If F : R “ R is supermodular and increasing, andq
vŽ .  4 Ž .h : R “ R are submultiplicati¤e ; i g 1, . . . , m , then inequality 14i q q
 4  4holds ;n, ;a ) 0, i g 1, . . . , m , j g 1, . . . , n ;i, j
n n n
F h a , h a , . . . , h aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Ł1 1, j 2 2, j m m , j
js1 js1 js1
n n n
G F h a , h a , . . . , h a . 14Ž .Ł Ł Ł1 1, j 2 2, j m m , jž / ž / ž /js1 js1 js1
v vŽ . Ž Ž ..Proof. Replace each h with h Ln , and repeat the steps ini i
Proposition 3.




vŽ . w x Ž .a If F : R “ R is submodular and decreasing, and the h :i
 4 Ž .R “ R are subadditive ; i g 1, . . . , m , then inequality 9 is reversed.
v
m
vŽ . w x Ž .b If F : R “ R is submodular and increasing, and the h :i
 4 Ž .R “ R are superadditive ; i g 1, . . . , m , then inequality 9 is reversed.
v
m
vŽ . w x Ž .c If F : R “ R is supermodular and decreasing, and the h :i
 4 Ž .R “ R are superadditive ; i g 1, . . . , m , then inequality 9 holds.
Remark 6. Similar to Proposition 4, one can conclude that
v
m
vŽ . w x Ž .a If F : R “ R is submodular and decreasing, and the h :q i
 4  4R “ R are submultiplicative ; i g 1, . . . , m , ;a ) 0, i g 1, . . . , m ,q q i, j
 4 Ž .j g 1, . . . , n , then inequality 14 is reversed.
v
m
vŽ . w x Ž .b If F : R “ R is submodular and increasing, and the h :q i
 4  4R “ R are supermultiplicative ; i g 1, . . . , m , ;a ) 0, i g 1, . . . , m ,q q i, j
 4 Ž .j g 1, . . . , n , then inequality 14 is reversed.
v
m
vŽ . w x Ž .c If F : R “ R is supermodular and decreasing, and the h :q i
 4  4R “ R are supermultiplicative ; i g 1, . . . , m , ;a G 0, i g 1, . . . , m ,q q i, j
 4 Ž .j g 1, . . . , n , then inequality 14 holds.
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